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Cinema 4d R10 Keygen;This application claims the priority of Korean Patent Application No.
2003-74990, filed on Nov. 10, 2003 in the Korean Intellectual Property Office, the disclosure
of which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference. 1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to a digital camera, and more particularly, to a digital camera
having an improved moving object separation function. 2. Description of the Related Art
Generally, a digital camera collects an image of a moving object with a CCD (Charge
Coupled Device) or CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) sensor. The image
includes information about the position and direction of the moving object, but does not
include the information about the shape of the object. Therefore, in order to reproduce the
shape of the moving object, the digital camera requires a special moving object separation
function. As a separation method, a 3-D camera approach method is well-known. In the 3-D
camera approach method, various methods are used to separate the moving object from the
image. A general method is to roughly separate a background by extracting a contour from
the image using the histogram and to roughly separate the object by determining a region in
which an edge line of the object exists. However, the 3-D camera approach method requires
the additional process of roughly separating the object from the image, so that it is not easy
to apply to the actual digital camera. Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to
provide a digital camera having an improved moving object separation function. Additional
features and advantages of the invention will be set forth in the description which follows,
and in part will be apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice of the
invention. The objectives and other advantages of the invention will be realized and attained
by the structure particularly pointed out in the written description and claims hereof as well
as the appended drawings. To achieve these and other advantages and in accordance with
the purpose of the present invention, as embodied and broadly described, a digital camera
having an improved moving object separation function includes a camera body, a lens unit, a
driving unit, a memory unit, an operating unit, and a control unit. The camera body includes
a photographing device, which senses an object and a CCD sensor to generate an image, and
a moving object detection unit, which detects the moving object in the image. The lens unit
includes a lens, which focuses the image onto the C
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GeneratorQ: How to make the input
field required (red text) on the form
validation in Laravel? As you can see
from the image bellow, the red text is
not shown when an input is empty. I
am trying to show it to all the fields
as the default behaviour. So far, I
have tried this: {{
Form::open(array('class' => 'form-
horizontal')) }} {{
Form::label('site_name', 'Site Name',
['class' => 'col-sm-3 control-label'])



}} {{ Form::text('site_name', null,
['class' => 'form-control']) }} {{
Form::label('site_address', 'Site
Address', ['class' => 'col-sm-3
control-label']) }} {{
Form::text('site_address', null, ['class'
=> 'form-control']) }} {{
Form::label('site_city', 'Site City',
['class' => 'col-sm-3 control-label'])
}} {{ Form::text('site_city', null,
['class' => 'form-control']) }} {{
Form::label('site_state', 'Site State',
['class' => 'col-sm-3 control-label'])



}} {{ Form::text('site_state', null,
['class' => 'form-control']) }} {{
Form::label('site_postcode', 'Site
Postcode', ['class' => 'col-sm-3
control-label']) }} {{
Form::text('site_postcode', null,
['class' => 'form-control']) }} {{
Form::label('site_country', 'Site
Country', ['class' => 'col-sm-3
control-label']) }} 79a2804d6b
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